
Take your PlayStation'/PlayStation® 2 gaming to a new level.
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NEW GameHawk PS2
controller
Full analog controller is dual shock
compatible. Creates the ultimate vibration
sensation, so you feel part of the game.
Ergonomic L2/R2 buttons. Patented
Freedom Wave technology enables
optimal response and performance.
#26-829

NEW Predator II wireless
controller for PS2
Latest technology in 2.4GHz RF wireless
has 50 -ft. operating range. Built-in auto
channel hopping for constant signal
strength. Up to 150 hours of battery in
low -power -consumption mode. Enables
optimum response and performance with
no wires. Play from anywhere in your
room. Use more than one controller at a
time for multiple -player action. #26-831

Nyko Air -Flo XL Controller
for PS2
Improve your grip! Tiny fans inside
controller blow air to reduce moisture
on hands while you play. Pressure -
sensitive analog buttons, 8 -way D -pad,
realistic rumble effects. 10 -foot cable.
#26-835

6 -ft. PSX/PS2 extension
cable with breakaway
Cable safely separates from game
unit if controller's cord is tripped
over or yanked. #26-671

Why repeat levels or lose stats? Get a memory card!

NEW PSX memory
card 2 -pack
15 -block memory cards. Memory
cases included. PSOne and PSX
compatible. #26-656

Nyko 8MB PS2 memory card
Rubber grips for easy insertion and
removal. #26-677

Better ways to hook up, store and control your PS2

p'"'"m_wiew.'.--*- P52 -to -S -Video cable
Delivers a better, sharper picture on
high -resolution TVs equipped with
an S -Video connection. #26-658
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Vertical stand
Saves space plus stores and
organizes your game console,
memory cards and games. #26-689

Automatic RF game switch
Fully automatic switch with RF
modulator. Selectable 3/4 channel
switch. #26-609

NEW Pelican DVD remote
PlayStation 2 controller and DVD
remote. Full -function remote control for
DVD video, music CDs and PS2 games.
Stylish and comfortable design. #26-828


